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Giacomo Bruni was born in Perugia in
1986. In 2009, he graduated from the
University of Perugia with a bachelor’s
degree in Modern literature. He went on
to finish his Master’s degree at the University of Padova in 2013 in Medieval philology. From 2012 to 2013, he was granted
a scholarship to study Chinese culture at
Guangzhou University 广州大学. In 2018
he participated in an international artistic training project at the Guangzhou
Academy of Fine Arts 广州美术学院. In
2019, he graduated from Jinan University
in Guangzhou 暨南大学, with a Doctorate
degree in Literature and Art theory. And
from September 2019 to present, he has
been studying Chinese landscape painting at the China Academy of Art 中国美
术学院 in Hangzhou. He has exhibited
several of his works in different cities in
China, through solo and group exhibitions. At the beginning of 2020 he founded the Shanshui projects, which aims to
promote contemporary Chinese painting
through exhibitions and a magazine.
(www.shanshuiprojects.net.)

Artist statement
Art in a general sense is the expression of a subject, its ideas, feelings and visions of the
world. Likewise, an artist rooted in his culture, has the opportunity to express the mental
mechanisms of his culture, its origins and his interpretative processes of the world. For
this reason, intercultural studies are of fundamental importance, and art is one of the
best means to investigate because it can give a genuine image of its culture of origin.
This could apply to modern art, traditional art, or to that which has suffered foreign influences. Any form of art in any situation is the mirror of the culture from which it comes
from and is imbued with its aesthetic ideas. Therefore, the study of art from different
cultures and historical periods will enrich the artist’s expressive abilities. In my case, as an
Italian, my cultural base is Western and so is my vision of the world. But traveling around
different parts of the world and studying Chinese culture, I realized how a western way
of looking at things is only one possible interpretation, and that it can be enriched by
those of different cultures. Studying and practicing Chinese art made me realize how
different it is from the western scene, at least from the Renaissance period onward. The
vision of nature, the vision of man in the world and the aesthetic ideas of the two cultures are often almost the opposite, but this does not exclude the possibility of dialogue.
I strongly believe that Western art and culture can be enriched through knowledge of
Chinese culture. In fact, it is enough to see how Chinese art and culture in general have
enriched themselves through contact with the West. At the same time, however, we
must be careful about what it brings and how it is imported, and above all, we must not
allow external culture to prevail over indigenous culture. For this reason, dialogue must
be undertaken with wisdom and in full knowledge of the facts, not only by transferring
information, but also by having a deep knowledge and understanding of both cultures
in order to find an appropriate mean of communication. This is the most difficult aspect
of intercultural exchange, as we live in the age of globalization and international capitalism. In the so-called “global village” we believe we have unlimited cognitive possibilities
with minimal effort and we are led to believe that communication is within reach and
almost automatic, for example via the Internet or the ease of trade of goods, and this
inevitably leads to superficial and mostly wrong communication. This vision is decidedly wrong, because it leads to shallow false knowledge, spread of prejudice and cultural
arrogance. Unfortunately, there is no easy solution for the intercultural communication
problem, thus it requires an intellectual and cognitive effort, a desire to study and gain
deeper knowledge. Thus, this was the main reason I undertook a theoretical and practical study of Chinese art and culture, in order to create a language suitable for establishing a cultural dialogue that is not superficial but significant.
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Mountain and water
paintings
山水画

Early morning, Xuan paper,
Chinese ink, 34x34, 2021

From Trasimeno lake to Mount Tezio
Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 22x422, 2021

Streams and Mountains, Xuan paper,
Chinese ink, 70x34, 2021

Heishan, Xuan paper,
Chinese ink, 30x30, 2020

Lingnan wind, Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 90x38, 2019

Shākyamuni , Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 90x38, 2019

Ten thousand miles of rivers and mountains
Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 38x450, 2018

theoretical works
理论绘画

Mountains texture strokes, Xuan paper, Chinese ink,
18x68 (x3), 2021

Five layers method, Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 35x24 , 2022

Trees method, Xuan paper, Chinese ink,
18x68 (x3), 2021

The Sorrows of Young Werther, Xuan paper, Chinese ink, 90x25, 2019
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书法
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Chinese ink, 67x33, 2020
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Untitled, Xuan paper,
Chinese ink 380x90, 2019
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EDUCATION

2019 - Present - Master’s degree in Chinese Landscape
2015 - 2019 - Ph.D in Theory of Litrature and Art
2009 - 2013 - Master’s degree in Modern Philology
2005 - 2009 - Bachelor’s degree in Modern Litrature
2000 - 2005 - High School

TRAININGS

Jun - Aug 2021 - Art Commune International Artist-in-Residence Program, Yerevan, Armenia
Mar 2020 - Pottery making and painting, Kolkata, India
Jan - May 2019 - International training program for talented young artists, Guangzhou Academy of Art
Jan - Dec 2018 - Chinese traditional wood block carving
and rubbing, Guangzhou, China
Apr 2017 - Present - Chinese Landscape Painting 山水画
Trainer: Hu Jiang 胡江 - Artist and Professor, Guangzhou,
China
Apr - Jun 2015 - Chinese Writing and Calligraphy,
Zhijiang, Hubei, China
Jan - Mar 2015- Chinese Writing and Calligraphy
Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China

EXHIBITIONS

2021 - International Virtual Exhibition – Watershed Studio’s
2020 - Earth – Round Lemon, Zest Hall
2019 - Sayhey auctions – Hangzhou, New Cultural Space
2019 - To say almost the same - International art students
exhibition – Hangzhou, Xika art center
2019 Youth Sketch art exhibitions – Huangshan, ancient
town art center
2019 Natural impressions, contemporary art exhibition –
Shenzhen, Haichuang Building.
2019 -《笔意相生》Solo exhibition – Guangzhou, Ink Village Gallery
2019 - Exhibition of the “International training program
for talented young artists” - Guangzhou, Academy of Art
Gallery
2017 - Exhibition for the “151° anniversary of the birth of
Sun Yat-sen”, Zhongshan
2011 - Egos Two contemporary art exhibition – London,
Roa Gallery of Art

PUBLICATIONS

Magazine:
- Editor in Chief of Shanshui Magazine – Mountain and
Water Painting Magazine
ISSN: 2723-9519
https://www.shanshuiprojects.net/

contact

Exhibition Catalogues:
- Watershed Studio’s Virtual Exhibition, 2021
Virtual Exhibition from a group of International artists.
- Earth, ZEST Hall publication, 2020.
A publication to celebrate the 53 artists taking part in
Earth Exhibition.
-《自然印迹-当代艺术展览作品集》[Natural impressions,
contemporary art exhibition catalogue], 2019.
-《纪念孙中山先生诞辰 151 周年——岭南山水画名家邀请展暨
胡江师生习作展》 [The 151° anniversary of the birth of Sun
Yat-sen - Lingnan Landscape Painting Master Hu Jiang
and his Students Exhibition], 2019.
Academic papers:
- Educational Innovations and Applications
2019, ISBN: 978-981-14-2064-1 p.57-60
Pictographic Character Illustration for a creative education
-《世界中国》 – Cina in Italia - May 2016 n.131
中国新闻周刊意大利版《“发现未知的中国”主题摄影 比赛获奖
名单》 (“Unknown China” photography contest winners)
-《教育论坛》 - Education Forum 2014, n.27- ISSN： 22361879
-《“关山月”——一位传统和现代的艺术家》 [Guan Shanyue
and artist between modernity and tradition] - (Best Paper
Award)
-《教学研究》-Teaching and Research
2014, n.39 - ISSN：0030-1996
《浅析“萨克索•格拉玛提库斯——中世纪文化的一面镜子》
[Analysis of Saxo Grammaticus - De Historia Danorum, a
mirror of the Middle-age]
-《科学中国人》– Scientific Chinese
February 2015 - ISSN：1005-3573
《浅析“世界三大文化的表达方式》[Calligraphy – the expression of three different culture]
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Wechat:
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Instagram:
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Websites:
shanshuiprojects.net
2261206911.wixsite.com/gibru
vimeo.com/390801770
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